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CATALOGUE



It is time to rethink the bathroom from a practical and stylish perspective. 
Our series of shower trays can transform the bathroom and its wet areas with 
designs that blend perfectly into the architecture – streamlined pieces with 

vast possibilities of customisation in colour and size for designing accessible, 
hygienic and decorative spaces simultaneously. The shower reclaims its place 

in the bathroom as an indulgence ritual.

Plato de ducha P5 100x200 cm en blanco, ducha O-DSP3-250 y toallero 14705202452 en negro. Hornacina de 
H30x601 en negro.

Shower tray PD1 100x200 cm in black, shower O-DSPE-250 matt, towel rail O-T45, PWC push button in black and 
WC3 toilet in white.



Shower tray PD5 100x200 in RAL 7047, shower O-DSP3-250 in brushed nickel and niche shelf H30x601 in white.
blanco.



Shower tray PD3 100x180 in white. Shower head holder D-SP42, shower head D-C400, and hand shower O-DI1V in bright 
steel.

The Gel Coat finish, as well as the rough texture of the surface finish 
guarantee the non-slip qualities of the shower tray. In addition, it is a 
resistant material, easy to clean and maintain, making it hygienic and 

durable, both for home and contract spaces.

NON-SLIP, HYGIENIC AND LONG-LASTING



We have multiple formats and sizes, and a degree of flexibility in adapting the 
piece to the bathroom project to achieve greater precision in installation. Only 
3 cm thick, the tray can be installed on the floor or flush-mounted. Its Gel Coat 
coating also features a choice of any colour from the RAL Classic palette for its 

final finish, including the drain, which is integrated with the same 
shade and material.

CUSTOMISABLE IN COLOUR & SIZE

Shower tray PD4, size 180x90 cm, plastered on the floor in pearl colour (RAL 9002), shower head holder D-SP42, 
shower head D-R300,  hand shower O-DI1V  in brushed gold and niche H30x60 in white.



Anthracite Stone greyConcreteWhite Ivory

Topo Wengue Chocolate Moka Olive grey Sand

Black Light grey Silver grey Pearl

RAL chart

Our shower trays are made from a mixture of 75% dolomitic stone 
and 25% resin, with a layer of Gel Coat. We have two finishes to 

choose from, with a slightly rough surface texture and 
anti-slip qualities.

MATERIALS AND FINISHES
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